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Our volunteers and Peace Builders
A team of the volunteers and peace builders
distributed gifts on Christmas and New Year among
200 children of the displaced families in Karamles
village in the northern part of Iraq and almost 120
elderly persons and workers in elderly homes in
Baghdad. The volunteers, as usual, brought joy and
smiles to the faces of the children and kindled hope
and warmth in the hearts of the seniors who enjoyed a
simple celebration in this blessed holiday season.
Due to the deteriorating general conditions and the
spread of COVID-19, seniors have felt worried,
forgotten, neglected and alone, but the volunteers
made them feel their importance in the community
and conveyed to them a message of love in the name
of the Catholic church.
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We extend our sincere thanks to the funders of the
program, Caritas Italy and Missio Aachen + Munich,
through which we were able to enhance the role of
youth, women and needy people in building the civil
society and promoting concepts of peace and peaceful
coexistence for the members of one home, Iraq.
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Hope Program and its Achievements
Due to the fact that women are half the society and
raising the other half, the Hope Program focused on
assisting 200 women in liberating themselves from the
impact of psychological trauma and self-rebuilding
through psychosocial activities in the villages of the
Nineveh plain (Alqosh and Qaraqosh) to be able to
continue living life positively and take care of their
families in the right way, promoting joy and stability
on the self, family and the community levels.
This vital program also focuses on educating the
children which is considered one of the important activities which COVID-19 prevented during the first
quarter of the year, but the program was able, after

reopening of schools, of educating 400 children
providing them with basic sciences in addition to distributing stationary which helped in liberating the children from the impact of social isolation caused by the
spread of COVID-19, encouraged them to go back to
school, and promoted the communication of children
among themselves in the primary and secondary
schools.
We thank Caritas Germany, Korea and Japan for
funding this program which spreads hope, plants joy
and raises awareness in the society and teaches, builds
capacity and promotes social coherence and peace
building between the categories of one nation.

People with Special Needs and their Importance
We can’t help feeling proud and happy when talking about the program of Integrating people with Special Needs into the Society, for the program won the
second place for Best Research participating in the
virtual International Conference, “Autistic children,
their mothers and teachers between reality and needs”,
which was held by the Psychological Research Centre
in Baghdad.
The program raised the awareness of 60 families of
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children with special needs on the prevention of
COVID-19 especially at the beginning of the new
school year. They were also made aware of the “most
important ways of communication with children”
through understanding the needs, requirements and
difficulties of children with special needs as well as
their health brothers. One thousand story series were
distributed among the children in Fallujah consisting
of 4 stories, entertaining games and health instructions
which increased their awareness and mitigated their
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unstable psychological conditions and assisted them
in overcoming and facing their fears.
Despite the limited services of this distinguished
program in Caritas Iraq it is the first and only program of its type all over Iraq aiming at rehabilitating
families of children with special needs. Beneficiaries
from Baghdad and nearby governorates visit the center seeking knowledge. We thank Caritas Germany,
our partners in humanity, who had it not been for
their generous funding, we would not have been able
to contribute to building the capacities and skills of
children with special needs and their families.

Let’s Plant Hope in Al-Anbar
The program of Permanent Reintegration of Internally Displaced Persons in Al-Anbar is one of the
highly applauded programs in Caritas Iraq due to its
many achievements in Fallujah and Saqlawiya from
2018 until now.
Recently construction work started on 15 new
houses of families to protect them from the cold of
winter and summer heat and enable them to live in
dignity. These houses were destroyed due to the
heavy bombing on the city due to the invasion of
ISIS. The team of the program was able to add 6 other houses taking advantage of the construction price
difference to have a total of 21 houses within the
construction and restoration activity. The youth were
employed in the construction work and
utilized
their capabilities and were trained under the supervision of Caritas engineers to provide them with job
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opportunities in coordination with the executing
company.
This program receives all the support from Caritas
Iraq for its lofty goals and for its psychological and
moral impact on people returning to the stricken governorate which is one of the worst affected provinces
from the war with ISIS.. We thank Caritas Germany,
who, in cooperation with the German Government
BMZ, gave us the opportunity to reach the farthest
and most neglected villages, giving these people a
second chance to live in dignity by building their capabilities to earn livelihoods, rebuild and increasing
their resilience to withstand the effects of the shocks,
difficult crises and painful experiences they have
faced through the psychological support provided to
them.
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Psychosocial Support Success Story
Nora came to the Psychological support department
saying that she wanted to change because she is bored
of the routine, frustration and grief surrounding her
“We want someone to take us out of this swamp of
negativity and bring us to a positive life,” she said.
Nora also said that they need someone to pull them out
to see the blue sky and expose them to the sun's rays,
in order to remove the effects of wars that have turned
them into sick people.
During the exercise of drawing the river of life she
talked about her river of life saying that she waded in a
river of blue water full of roses where butterflies were
flying over with changing colors which made Nora
and her family very happy. While walking in the river
suddenly a gate was opened and then they moved to
the other bank where she got married. She suffered a
lot because she could not have a baby for 9 years, and
people were talking about her which felt burdensome
on her back. While walking she saw a little green
seedling which she sat by to nurture. That seedling
was her son who is attending the healing sessions with
her. Then she had a daughter with no need of any
treatment or surgery and only then she realized that
God opened the gates of happiness to her. Nora lived a
life of both bitterness and joy saying that life taught
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her many lessons but what she learned in our courses
raised her awareness and acceptance of what was
going inside her mind.
Nora was a woman full of joy as she learned from
the curriculum and applied its lessons directly to her
life, Nora said in the beginning she believed that
psychological support was only for those who lost
their minds, but she learned through the course that
psychological support is the inner reassurance and
positivity which she and many others didn’t see in
their lives because they were so blinded from seeing
beauty in life. Nora was so thankful for what we have
given her.
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Livelihood Success Story
The notable changes in the pattern pace of life, have
made us more reliant on unhealthy fast food which was
the cause of obesity which spread during the last
decades. This also triggered an idea from Warda to
think outside the box and step out in Al-Zafaraniya area
in Baghdad. She wanted to offer healthy food for
customers following diets or suffering from a wheat
allergy but she didn’t have enough money to launch the
project. Then she heard from one of her neighbors
about the Stronger Together program which supports
micro projects in the Al-Zafaraniya and Baghdad
Al-Jadida areas of Baghdad targeting 100 women for
one year.
She registered for the program in November 2019.
At the beginning she was apprehensive that her project
might not have the right response from customers but
the results of the trainings she attended on preparing a
house budget and work plan encouraged her to start
implementing her project. She was actually surprised
by the immense demand of the customers and the
increasing orders for the meals she was making and she
even started having customers from outside the Al-
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Zafaraniya area. This encouraged Warda to develop her
project and make various types of food. She also started making certain foods for customers following the
Keto diet. She is hopeful now to continue to develop
her project and have her own special fingerprint in the
field of healthy food. Each time we communicate with
her she would be expressing her deep appreciation and
thanks for Caritas Iraq for this grant that changed her
life and opened new horizons and supported her family
with the words “Your blessed money brought me luck
in abundance”.

